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In this revised & updated edition of his bestselling book Winning Money, Patrick Austin expands on

and adds to his already proven strategies that can be used in casinos worldwide and for online

betting & gambling. Now, you too can share in the secrets that Cracked the Roulette Wheel. How

many times in a row can you flip a quarter and make it go heads? Maybe four or five? This is a very

difficult task because in reality, a streak of four or five heads in row just does not occur very often.

Simply put, Patrick's systems capitalize upon the probabilities of long streaks, just like flipping a

quarter. In Cracking the Roulette Wheel, Patrick will show you the exact steps you need to play

these systems including: * How to methodically generate potential profits in excess of $200 per

hour. * The amount of money suggested to use. * The proper and disciplined betting sequences and

when to jump in on a streak. * How many hours you will want to play to maximize your profits and

lower your risks. * How to take advantage of all of the complimentary services that casinos offer

"high rollers." These are not traditional, basic betting sequences that have been tried and failed for

decades nor a "Get Rich Quick Scheme" but rather a scientific, methodical approach to success.

Patrick's systems are based on statistics and numbers, and are the key reasons why his systems

work.
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This "book" is completely useless. I have studies table games for 20 years, read countless volumes

on the subject and this is, like so many books on the subject of roulette, complete garbage. This

"system" will not work. The preponderance of this "book" wastes time informing the reader how to

obtain comps. The paper and ink wasted illustrating the "system" would have gone to better use



describing how to write and send a personal check to the casino in order to avoid the agony of

sitting at the table watching your money disappear.For the serious researcher, it is important to read

as mush as possible so you will have a full spectrum of tools to employ once you set out to "beat the

casino", this is nothing more than a Martingale system which is outdated. Books by John Patrick are

far more useful to beginners, this is trash.

Iâ€™ve been wanting to buy a formal strategy book on roulette for some time. I researched many

and purchased a few but they didn't work and I lost money.I read the mixed reviews on this

Cracking the Wheel plus checked out this guyâ€™s website. It all is credable. I still wasnâ€™t sure

about the actual strategies until I got the book. But they really are solid. They take the princaples of

a regular Martingale system BUT expand with timing, money and much more. They really take

advantege of table minimums and maximums.I got a trip planned to play in person but I already

tested these systems out online at some sites I play other games. They worked well. Defenitly worth

the money as these systems have been around a while and work.

This book is extremely trite and irrelevant. Only a fool would use the wagering practices described in

this overly simplistic book.
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